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ABSTRACT

Many software projects implement APIs and algorithms in multiple
programming languages. Maintaining such projects is tiresome,
as developers have to ensure that any change (e.g., a bug fix or
a new feature) is being propagated, timely and without errors, to
implementations in other programming languages. In the world of
ever-changing software, using rule-based translation tools (i.e., tran-
spilers) or machine learning models for translating code from one
language to another provides limited value. Translating each time
the entire codebase from one language to another is not the way de-
velopers work. In this paper, we target a novel task: translating code
changes from one programming language to another using large
language models (LLMs). We design and implement the first LLM,
dubbed Codeditor, to tackle this task. Codeditor explicitly mod-
els code changes as edit sequences and learns to correlate changes
across programming languages. To evaluate Codeditor, we collect
a corpus of 6,613 aligned code changes from 8 pairs of open-source
software projects implementing similar functionalities in two pro-
gramming languages (Java and C#). Results show that Codeditor
outperforms the state-of-the-art approaches by a large margin on
all commonly used automatic metrics. Our work also reveals that
Codeditor is complementary to the existing generation-based
models, and their combination ensures even greater performance.
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1 INTRODUCTION

To ensure flexibility and a wide adoption of their software, compa-
nies provide application programming interfaces (APIs) for their ser-
vices in several programming languages. Services, such as Google
Cloud [20] and MongoDB [23], offer APIs written in most popular
programming languages, including C++, C#, Java, and Python. Fur-
thermore, popular software packages, like Antlr [43] and Lucene [47],
have options to target different programming languages for the
purpose of being used across various platforms easily.

Maintaining software that offers the same functionality in multi-
ple programming languages is challenging. Any code change, due
to a feature request or a bug fix, has to be propagated timely to
all programming languages. At present, developers have to manu-
ally co-evolve code. This requires developers to manually find the
correspondence between code snippets and apply necessary edits.

There has been work that could, in theory, help with translation.
Rule-based migration tools [3, 18, 50] have been designed to trans-
late between high-level programming languages (e.g., Java and C#).
However, rule-based systems require developers who have exper-
tise with both programming languages to manually write rules to
specify the translation mappings. And the rules need to be updated
with the evolution of programming languages themselves; they
quickly become outdated [3, 9]. Recent work on automatic code
translation [27, 33, 46, 49, 60] aim to directly translate between a
source and a target programming language with the help of LLMs,
which are pretrained on multiple programming languages. While
these techniques could be used to produce code snippets that look
correct, they make irrelevant changes that deviate substantially
from the newly introduced features in the source programming
language, or they fail to precisely infer the project-specific data
types and class names.

Figure 1 illustrates the limitation of existing models. Developers
changed PdfException to LayoutExceptionMessageConstant in
method docWithInvalidMapping02 in the Java project itext/-
itext7. In a later commit in the corresponding C# project itext/-
itext7-dotnet, developers revised method DocWithInvalidMapp-
ing02 with exactly the same edits while keeping other parts of the
method unchanged. We provide the Java code change, the predic-
tion of an existing large language model, CodeT5 [55], fine-tuned
for code translation, and the correct C# code change in Figure 1.
The added lines of code are highlighted in green and the removed
ones are highlighted in red. Although the existing model is able
to correctly translate the updated exception type from Java to C#,
it misses the class name for the field HtmlRoles and incorrectly
infers the function call Assert.Catch as it does not use the prior
version of C# code for reference.

To build more robust and accurate techniques that help software
developers co-evolve projects implemented in different languages,

https://doi.org/10.1145/3611643.3616350
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1 @Test

2 public void docWithInvalidMapping02() throws IOException {

3 ...

4 customRolePara.getAccessibilityProperties().setRole(HtmlRoles.p);

5 Exception e = Assert.assertThrows(PdfException.class,()->document.add(

customRolePara));

6 - Assert.assertEquals(MessageFormat.format(PdfException.

ROLE_IS_NOT_MAPPED_TO_ANY_STANDARD_ROLE, "p"), e.getMessage());

7 + Assert.assertEquals(MessageFormat.format(LayoutExceptionMessageConstant.

ROLE_IS_NOT_MAPPED_TO_ANY_STANDARD_ROLE, "p"), e.getMessage());

8 }
Java Change Made by Developers

1 [NUnit.Framework.Test]

2 public virtual void DocWithInvalidMapping02() {

3 ...

4 - customRolePara.GetAccessibilityProperties().SetRole(

LayoutTaggingPdf2Test.HtmlRoles.p);

5 + customRolePara.GetAccessibilityProperties().SetRole(HtmlRoles.p);

6 - Exception e = NUnit.Framework.Assert.Catch(typeof(PdfException),()=>

document.Add(customRolePara));

7 + Exception e = NUnit.Framework.Assert.IsThrows(PdfException.class,()=>

document.Add(customRolePara));

8 - NUnit.Framework.Assert.AreEqual(String.Format(PdfException.

ROLE_IS_NOT_MAPPED_TO_ANY_STANDARD_ROLE, "p"), e.Message);

9 + NUnit.Framework.Assert.AreEqual(String.Format(

LayoutExceptionMessageConstant.

ROLE_IS_NOT_MAPPED_TO_ANY_STANDARD_ROLE, "p"), e.Message);

10 } C# Change Predicted by Existing Generation-based Model

1 [NUnit.Framework.Test]

2 public virtual void DocWithInvalidMapping02() {

3 ...

4 customRolePara.GetAccessibilityProperties().SetRole(

5 LayoutTaggingPdf2Test.HtmlRoles.p);

6 Exception e = NUnit.Framework.Assert.Catch(typeof(PdfException),()=>

document.Add(customRolePara));

7 - NUnit.Framework.Assert.AreEqual(String.Format(PdfException.

ROLE_IS_NOT_MAPPED_TO_ANY_STANDARD_ROLE, "p"), e.Message);

8 + NUnit.Framework.Assert.AreEqual(String.Format(

LayoutExceptionMessageConstant.

ROLE_IS_NOT_MAPPED_TO_ANY_STANDARD_ROLE, "p"), e.Message);

9 } C# Change Made by Developers and Predicted by Our Codeditor ✓

Figure 1: Example of using LLMs to help developers co-evolve

code in two programming languages. The top box shows

developer-made changes in a Java project itext/itext7,
which needs to be propagated to the correspondingC# project

itext/itext7-dotnet. The middle box shows the prediction

by an existing generation-based large language model, which

incorrectly changes irrelevant parts of the code. The bottom

box shows the correct prediction by our model, Codeditor.

we explicitly model the changes that need to be made. We formu-
late a novel task: automatically updating code snippets in a target
programming language, based on the changes made in the source
programming language.

Most of the existing models implicitly tackle the code evolution
tasks by generating tokens one by one in accordance with the
underlying learned probability instead of focusing on how the code
should bemodified or retained. Prior work [10, 11, 15, 41, 51, 57, 59]
have shown that standard generation-based models underperform
models that explicitly model the edits on software-editing tasks.

To model code evolution across programming languages, we
design an LLM, dubbed Codeditor, which learns to align the edits
across programming languages and explicitly performs edits on the
old version of the code in a target programming language. Following
prior work [15, 41, 48, 59], we enable the model to reason about

necessary edits and learn to apply them by directly generating an
edit sequence.

For training and evaluation, we collect the first dataset with
aligned Java and C# code changes on the methods with similar
functionality and implementations. Specifically, we extract 6,613
pairs of code changes from 8 open-source Java projects and the cor-
responding C# projects on GitHub by mining the commit histories.
This is the first dataset containing parallel code changes of two pro-
gramming languages. We conduct the evaluation in two directions,
updating C# method based on the Java changes (source language is
Java and target language is C#) and updating Java method based on
the C# changes (source language is C# and target language is Java).

Our results show that Codeditor outperforms all existing mod-
els across all the chosen automatic metrics, including the large
pretrained generative models Codex [12] under few-shot setting
and ChatGPT [40] under zero-shot setting. Codeditor achieves
96 (out of 100) CodeBLEU score on the task of updating C# code
based on Java changes, which is more than 25% higher than the
large pretrained generation-based model fine-tuned on this task.

Further, we find that Codeditor and generation-based models
are complementary to each other as Codeditor is better at up-
dating longer code snippets while generation model is better at
handling the shorter ones. Thus, we combine the two models by
choosing either model’s prediction based on the size of the input
code. Our results show that the combination can further improve
our Codeditor model’s exact-match accuracy by 6%.
The main contributions of this paper include:
• Task. We formulate a novel task of automatically updating code
written in one programming language based on the changes in
the corresponding code in another programming language.

• Model. We design and implement Codeditor, the first LLM for
this task which learns to align the edits across programming
languages and explicitly performs edits on the old version of the
code in target programming language.

• Dataset. We create the first dataset with aligned code changes for
two programming languages (Java and C#) from 8 open-source
project pairs.

• Results. We show that Codeditor significantly outperforms the
existing LLMs fine-tuned for code translation on exact-match
accuracy by 77%. We also show that Codeditor is complemen-
tary to generation-based LLMs and the combination can further
improve Codeditor’s exact-match accuracy by 6%.

Codeditor and our corpus are publicly available on GitHub:
https://github.com/EngineeringSoftware/codeditor.

2 TASK

At a high level, we work on a system that is triggered when a
software developer, who maintains projects written in multiple pro-
gramming languages, makes changes to one method in one of the
languages, i.e., the “source” language. The system would automati-
cally suggest updates to the methods with identical functionality
in other language(s), i.e., the “target” language(s). To scope our
work in this paper, we focus on Java as the source language, and
C# as the target language. We leave evaluation that targets other
programming languages as future work.

https://github.com/EngineeringSoftware/codeditor
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Table 1: The mappings between concise edit sequence and

unambiguous edit sequence.

Edit Concise Unambiguous

Insertion <Insert>
<ReplaceKeepBefore>
<ReplaceKeepAfter>

Deletion <Delete>
<Delete>
<ReplaceKeepBefore>
<ReplaceKeepAfter>

Replacement <Replace>
<Replace>
<ReplaceKeepBefore>
<ReplaceKeepAfter>

In Figure 1, consider a method 𝑀𝑆 ;𝑜𝑙𝑑 (docWithInvalidMapp-
ing02) written in the source language 𝑆 and a method𝑀𝑇 ;𝑜𝑙𝑑 (Doc-
WithInvalidMapping02) written in the target language 𝑇 with
identical functionality (hence similar implementation). Given the
updated method 𝑀𝑆 ;𝑛𝑒𝑤 in 𝑆 , we define the task to generate the
new method𝑀𝑇 ;𝑛𝑒𝑤 in 𝑇 leveraging context provided by the code
changes 𝐸𝑆 , such that its functionality is consistent with 𝑀𝑆 ;𝑛𝑒𝑤 .
Namely, we model the conditional probability distribution

𝑃 (𝑀𝑇 ;𝑛𝑒𝑤 |𝑀𝑇 ;𝑜𝑙𝑑 , 𝑀𝑆 ;𝑛𝑒𝑤 , 𝐸𝑆 )
and generate𝑀𝑇 ;𝑛𝑒𝑤 by sampling from the distribution.

3 MODEL

We present the overview of the proposed Codeditor model in
Figure 2. Codeditor is built upon the encoder-decoder framework
which consists of a transformer-based encoder and a transformer-
based decoder [53]. Many conditional generation tasks, includ-
ing code summarization and translation, are being addressed with
encoder-decoder models [1, 21, 37, 54, 55].

We initialize Codeditor’s parameters with the pretrained lan-
guage model CoditT5 [59]. CoditT5 has shown promising results
on various software-related editing tasks in a single programming
language, but nonetheless would provide us with a “warm-start”
that carries the necessary inductive biases towards modeling edits.
To adapt to the multilingual co-editing task, we then fine-tune the
Codeditor model exploring two key components: (i) the context
fed into the model; (ii) the output format of the model.

To encourage our Codeditor model to leverage the (synchro-
nous) code change histories of multiple programming languages
in its training data, we provide the model with context from three
sources as shown in Figure 2: (i) code changes on source program-
ming language (𝐸𝑆 ); (ii) old version of the code written in target
programming language (𝑀𝑇 ;𝑜𝑙𝑑 ); (iii) new version of the code writ-
ten in source programming language (𝑀𝑆 ;𝑛𝑒𝑤 ).

We explore two formats to represent the generated code changes:
(i) the code edits in the target programming language (𝐸𝑇 ); (ii) a
meta edit sequence that translates the code edits from the source
programming language to the target programming language, fol-
lowed by the code edits in the target programming language (this
is similar to the output format of CoditT5). In both cases, we then
apply the generated code edits in the target programming language
(𝐸𝑇 ) to the old version of the code (𝑀𝑇 ;𝑜𝑙𝑑 ) to obtain the new version
of the code (𝑀𝑇 ;𝑛𝑒𝑤 ).

3.1 Edit Representations

3.1.1 Concise Edit Sequence. We first represent edits using a se-
quence of edits identical to that used in CoditT5 [59], which we call
concise edit sequence. Each edit is represented as:

<Operation> [token span] <OperationEnd>

Here, <Operation> is either Insert, Delete or Replace. Note that
the Replace is represented in a slightly different structure since
we must specify both the old contents to be replaced and the new
contents to replace with:

<ReplaceOld> [old contents] <ReplaceNew>
[new contents] <ReplaceEnd>

For example, in Figure 1, the code change on the old Java method
can be represented by “<ReplaceOld> PdfException <Replace-
New> LayoutExceptionMessageConstant <ReplaceEnd>”.

We use difflib [17] to compute the set of minimal edit sequence
from the old and new versions of code.

3.1.2 Unambiguous Edit Sequence. One drawback of CoditT5 [59]’s
representation specified above is that the concise edit sequence
can be ambiguous due to the absence of positional information.
For example, the Java code change in Figure 1 can be represented
using Replace as: “<ReplaceOld> PdfException <ReplaceNew>
LayoutExceptionMessageConstant <ReplaceEnd>”.Without fur-
ther specification, the edit does not contain any clues regarding
which PdfException should be replaced as there are two occur-
rences of PdfException in the old code sequence. For similar rea-
sons, Insert is always ambiguous because of not indicating where
to add the new contents and Delete is ambiguous in cases where
multiple occurrences of token spans can be removed.

To eliminate the potential ambiguity in the concise edit sequence,
we design the format of unambiguous edit sequence by adjusting
the condensed edit sequence proposed by Panthaplackel et al. [41],
which uses anchor tokens to specify the location to perform edits.
Insertion. We do not use Insert since it will always introduce
ambiguity without location information. To represent insertion, we
first find unique anchor tokens that are the shortest span of tokens
that is either before or after the edit location and is unique in the
input sequence. Thenwe use ReplaceKeepBefore or ReplaceKeep-
After, which represents replacing the anchor tokens with the in-
serted contents and the anchor tokens. For example, in Figure 1,
suppose the Java code change entails adding a blank return state-
ment after the assertEquals statement on line 7. The token span
“getMessage());” will serve as the minimal span of anchor tokens
because it is unique among the old Java code sequence, and it occurs
right before the edit to be performed. We disambiguate the edit
sequence:

<Insert> return; <InsertEnd>

with the unambiguous edit sequence:

<ReplaceOldKeepBefore> getMessage());
<ReplaceNewKeepBefore> getMessage()); return;
<ReplaceEnd>

This edit sequence indicates that “getMessage());” should be re-
placedwith “getMessage()); return;”.We introduce ReplaceKeep-
Beforewhere the tokens that follows the <ReplaceOldKeepBefore>
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<ReplaceOldKeepBefore>

format(PdfException

<ReplaceNewKeepBefore> format(

LayoutExceptionMessageConstant

<ReplaceEnd>

𝐸𝑆

...

String.Format(PdfException...
𝑀𝑇 ;𝑜𝑙𝑑

...
MessageFormat.format(

LayoutExceptionMessageConstant..

𝑀𝑆 ;𝑛𝑒𝑤

EditsTranslation

MetaEdits

<ReplaceOldKeepBefore>

Format(PdfException

<ReplaceNewKeepBefore> Format(

LayoutExceptionMessageConstant

<ReplaceEnd>

𝐸𝑇

<ReplaceOld> format

<ReplaceNew> Format

<ReplaceEnd>

meta edit sequence
<ReplaceOldKeepBefore>

Format(PdfException

<ReplaceNewKeepBefore> Format(

LayoutExceptionMessageConstant

<ReplaceEnd>

𝐸𝑇

...
String.Format(

LayoutExceptionMessageConstant..

𝑀𝑇 ;𝑛𝑒𝑤

Figure 2: Workflow of Codeditor for multilingual co-editing. Codeditor leverages the context of code change histories of

multiple programming languages from three sources: code changes on the source programming language (𝐸𝑆 ), the old version

of code in the target programming language (𝑀𝑇 ;𝑜𝑙𝑑 ), and the new version of code in the source programming language (𝑀𝑆 ;𝑛𝑒𝑤 ).
Codeditor has two variants that both generate the code changes in the target programming language (𝐸𝑇 ) but in different

formats: EditsTranslation directly generates the code changes; MetaEdits generates the meta edit plan which edits 𝐸𝑆 to 𝐸𝑇 ,

followed by the code changes. Finally, we apply the code changes (𝐸𝑇 ) on the old version of code (𝑀𝑇 ;𝑜𝑙𝑑 ) to obtain the new

version of code (𝑀𝑇 ;𝑛𝑒𝑤 ) in the target programming language.

should be removed and the tokens following <ReplaceNewKeep-
Before> should be inserted. Different from Replace, there is some
overlap between the tokens to be removed and tokens to be in-
serted. If anchor tokens do not exist before the edit location, we use
ReplaceKeepAfter with the tokens after the edit location instead.
Replacement. If the span of tokens to be replaced is unique in
the old sequence, regular Replace sequence is sufficient and deter-
ministic; in that case we will keep using it. Otherwise, it is unclear
which occurrence of token span should be replaced. As an example,
in Figure 1, the Java code change is changing from PdfException
to LayoutExceptionMessageConstant in the assertEquals state-
ment on line 6. The replacement in the concise edit sequence is am-
biguous because there are two usages of PdfException (on lines 5
and 6) in the old Java code sequence after tokenization. To address
this, similar to the insertion case, we search for the minimal anchor
tokens before or after the edit location that can form a unique span
in the old sequence. For example, the concise edit sequence:
<ReplaceOld> PdfException <ReplaceNew>
LayoutExceptionMessageConstant <ReplaceEnd>

can be disambiguate into the following unambiguous edit sequence:
<ReplaceOldKeepBefore> format(PdfException
<ReplaceNewKeepBefore> format(
LayoutExceptionMessageConstant <ReplaceEnd>

Deletion. Similar to replacement, if the span of tokens to be deleted
is unique across the old sequence, we will keep using Delete
because it is unambiguous. Otherwise, it will be transformed to
ReplaceKeepBefore or ReplaceKeepAfter. For example, suppose
the token “PdfException.” should be removed from the old Java
method on line 6 in Figure 1. The concise edit sequence:
<Delete> PdfException. <DeleteEnd>

will be transformed to:

<ReplaceOldKeepBefore> format(PdfException.
<ReplaceNewKeepBefore> format( <ReplaceEnd>

This edit sequence indicates that “format(PdfException.” should
be replaced with “format(”, unambiguously implying the deletion
of “PdfException.”.

To summarize, the unambiguous edit sequence contains 4 types
of edits: <Replace>, <Delete>, <ReplaceKeepBefore> and <Re-
placeKeepAfter>. The mappings between concise edit sequence
and unambiguous edit sequence are summarized in Table 1. Given
the unambiguous edit sequence, we can apply it to the old input
sequence to derive the new edited sequence deterministically.

3.2 Model Input

We aim to build performant machine learning models for the multi-
lingual co-editing task by providing the model with code evolution
information, namely the revisions of code of both source and target
programming languages. Instead of directly translating the entire
code snippet between programming languages, Codeditor trans-
lates the code changes between programming languages.

3.2.1 Source Code Edits. To encourage the model to learn the align-
ment between developer-made changes across programming lan-
guages, we provide Codeditor with code changes in the source
programming language. To maintain both precision and concise-
ness of the edits, we adopt the unambiguous edit sequence (Sec-
tion 3.1.2) to represent the code changes. As shown in Figure 2,
the Java code changes (𝐸𝑆 ) of replacing the PdfException with
LayoutExceptionMessageConstant is structured in the form of
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<ReplaceOldKeepBefore> format(PdfException
<ReplaceNewKeepBefore> format(
LayoutExceptionMessageConstant <ReplaceEnd>

3.2.2 History-Related Context. In addition to the learned repre-
sentation of code changes in source programming language (𝐸𝑆 ),
we provide Codeditor with the old code in target programming
language (𝑀𝑇 ;𝑜𝑙𝑑 ) to better help the model to infer the correlated
code changes in the target programming language. The intuition is
that the model will reason about how to transfer and tune the edits
in source programming language grounding the specific implemen-
tation of the method in target programming language.

Furthermore, we append the new code in source programming
language (𝑀𝑆 ;𝑛𝑒𝑤 ) as one of the contexts. We believe this will give
the model more context to understand the edits in source program-
ming language and promote the consistency of the updatedmethods
in two programming languages.

To sumup, we combine history-related context from three sources:
code changes in the source programming language (𝐸𝑆 ), old code
in the target programming language (𝑀𝑇 ;𝑜𝑙𝑑 ), and new code in the
source programming language (𝑀𝑆 ;𝑛𝑒𝑤 ). We concatenate them into
a sequence separated by a special SEP token as the model input.

3.3 Model Output

We propose two formats as the model’s target output which lead
to two modes of Codeditor: EditsTranslation and MetaEdits. Both
modes use the same input and both modes’ target outputs entail a
sequence of edits on the target programming language.
EditsTranslation. The output of EditsTranslation mode is the un-
ambiguous edit sequence in target programming language which
suggests how the code in target programming language should
be changed. Note that the model-generated unambiguous edit se-
quence can be parsed and applied to old version of code determin-
istically. EditsTranslation essentially learns to translate the code
edits from the source programming language (𝐸𝑆 ) to the target
programming language (𝐸𝑇 ) grounding the code history context.
EditsTranslation mode’s target output for the C# example in Fig-
ure 1 is:
<ReplaceOldKeepBefore> Format(PdfException
<ReplaceNewKeepBefore> Format(
LayoutExceptionMessageConstant <ReplaceEnd>

MetaEdits. In thismode, we adopt the output format of CoditT5 [59]
for multilingual co-editing since our model is built upon CoditT5,
and it had showed promising performance on software editing
tasks. CoditT5 is pretrained to generate the following output for-
mat: “[Edit Plan] <SEP> [Target Sequence]”. The edit plan is a
concise edit sequence that represents the steps to edit the input
sequence; the target sequence is the edited sequence after applying
the proceeding edit plan. We tailored this format to the multilingual
co-editing task; the edit plan represents the edits between the code
edits on source programming language (𝐸𝑆 ) and target program-
ming language (𝐸𝑇 ) which we call the meta edit sequence. And the
final target sequence should be the unambiguous edit sequence on
the target programming language (𝐸𝑇 ). For the example in Figure 1,
the expected meta edit sequence that converts Java edit to C# edit
is the following:

Table 2: Open-source projects used in our dataset and number

of examples from each project.

Java Project C# Project Count

antlr/antlr4 tunnelvisionlabs/antlr4cs 12
apache/lucene apache/lucenenet 40
apache/poi nissl-lab/npoi 5
eclipse/jgit mono/ngit 808
formicary/fpml-toolkit-java formicary/fpml-toolkit-csharp 20
itext/itext7 itext/itext7-dotnet 5,121
quartz-scheduler/quartz quartznet/quartznet 17
terabyte/jgit mono/ngit 590

SUM 6,613

Table 3: Statistics of our dataset. Number of examples of

training, validation and test data; average number of tokens

in the old version of method and new version of method;

average number of edits for the code change; average number

of added and deleted tokens.

Train Val Test

Count 4,391 623 1,599

Java

Avg. len(𝑀𝑜𝑙𝑑 ) 193.05 192.88 159.06
Avg. len(𝑀𝑛𝑒𝑤 ) 195.99 192.36 159.37
Avg. # edits 2.71 2.68 2.43
Avg. # add. tks 19.57 16.64 10.90
Avg. # del. tks 16.62 17.16 10.59

C#

Avg. len(𝑀𝑜𝑙𝑑 ) 200.37 199.71 168.60
Avg. len(𝑀𝑛𝑒𝑤 ) 203.49 199.47 169.22
Avg. # edits 2.73 2.75 2.47
Avg. # add. tks 20.30 17.69 11.86
Avg. # del. tks 17.18 17.92 11.25

<ReplaceOld> format <ReplaceNew> Format <ReplaceEnd>

The target sequence after applying the meta edit sequence is:
<ReplaceOldKeepBefore> Format(PdfException
<ReplaceNewKeepBefore> Format(
LayoutExceptionMessageConstant <ReplaceEnd>

Note that during inference, we only use the target unambiguous edit
sequence to get the updated code in target programming language
as MetaEdits mode’s prediction.

4 DATASET

This is the first work to consider the history of software projects
in a multilingual task; hence, we also created a new dataset that
includes aligned code changes between programming languages.
As the first step, we build the dataset by mining histories of the
open-source Java and C# projects. We first collect the changed
methods from the commits of the Java and C# projects. We then
design heuristics to pair (i.e., align) those changes on methods
with similar implementations and functionalities. We consider two
directions on our dataset: J2CS (updating C# method based on Java
changes) and CS2J (updating Java method based on C# changes). In
this section, we describe the approach we use to collect the data
(Section 4.1), split and preprocess data (Section 4.2), and finally
present the statistics of our dataset (Section 4.3).
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4.1 Data Collection

To build the dataset, we extract aligned Java and C# code changes
at the method level as tuples (Java old method; Java new method,
C# old method; C# new method). The code changes are mined from
the git commits. We consider 8 open-source projects as listed in
Table 2 which have both Java and C# implementations and are used
in prior work [13, 33, 36]. All the projects were first developed in
Java and then ported to C#.

To collect the paired changes, we first assign a unique identifier
to each method in the projects (for both Java and C# projects) based
on the method signature, class name and path to the file where
the method is defined. Similar to the strategy used by Lu et al.
[33], we then pair the Java methods and C# methods according to
the similarity of their unique identifiers. This strategy is effective
because the ported C# project has very similar structure and naming
rules for classes and methods to the corresponding Java project.

We use the following rules to extract the aligned code changes:
(1) For each Java method change, we extract the code changes in

the paired C# method that happen no later than 90 days of the
Java change as the possible matched code change. We use the
commit date as the time of the change.

(2) To filter unrelated code changes, we compute the Jaccard sim-
ilarity [24] between C# and Java added and deleted lines. We
further refine the filtering by sub-tokenizing these lines based
on camelCase conventions (e.g., lastModified to last modi-
fied) and compute Jaccard similarity only for the added and
deleted tokens. We only keep possible matched code changes
that have the token-level Jaccard similarity higher than 0.4 and
the line-level Jaccard similarity higher than 0.5.

(3) For each Java code change and C# code change, we only select
themost similar corresponding code change if there aremultiple
possible matched code changes.

4.2 Data Preprocessing and Splitting

For both Java and C# methods, we remove the inline natural lan-
guage comments and tokenize the method into tokens using the
language-specific lexers generated by Antlr [43].

We envision the following use case for the machine learning
model: whenever a developer makes a change in the project written
in the source programming language, the developer will use the
model trained on the existing historical aligned code changes to
migrate that change to projects written in other target programming
languages. To evaluate the models under this use case, following
the recommendations from prior work [38], we split the dataset
into training, validation and test sets using the time-segmented
approach. Namely, the changes in the training set took place before
the changes in the validation set, which in turn took place before
the changes in the test set. More specific, for each Java and C# code
change pair, we first collect the time of the C# commit and then sort
the code change pairs in chronological order. We then select the
oldest 70% of the code change pairs from each project as training
data, next oldest 10% as validation data, the remaining as test data.

To more rigorously assess the generalization capabilities of the
models, we also evaluated themwhen splitting the dataset using the
cross-project approach [38], which is frequently used in prior work

on machine learning models for code. Specifically, the aligned code
changes in the training set are from different projects compared to
those in the validation and test sets.

4.3 Statistics

The statistics of the collected dataset are shown in Table 3. We
present the number of examples in the training, validation, and
test dataset using time-segmented split approach. We show the
average number of tokens in the old methods (Avg. len(𝑀𝑜𝑙𝑑 )) and
new methods (Avg. len(𝑀𝑛𝑒𝑤 )) after tokenization by the lexers. To
measure the size of the code changes, we calculate the average
number of added tokens (Avg. # add. tks) and deleted tokens (Avg.
# del. tks) in the changed Java and C# methods as well as the
average number of edits (Avg. # edits) needed for those changes.
For computing these edit-related statistics, we represent the code
changes using concise edit sequences (Section 3.1.1).

For both Java and C# code changes, the difference between av-
erage number of added tokens and deleted tokens is usually small,
fewer than 4 tokens. Similarly, we find that the average number of
edits needed is fewer than 3 and the edits happened in the newer
commits are generally smaller than prior ones. This is expected as
the software projects are becoming more stable as they evolve, and
thus there will be smaller code changes to be made. For evaluation,
we run all the models and baselines on this dataset in two directions:
(1) updating C# method based on Java changes, and (2) updating
Java method based on C# changes. We denote the former one as
J2CS and the latter one as CS2J.

5 EXPERIMENTS

In this section, we describe the baselines we compare to with our
Codeditormodel (Section 5.1), the evaluation metrics (Section 5.2)
and the detailed experiment setup (Section 5.3).

5.1 Baselines

We evaluate our approach against rule-based models, pretrained
encoder-decoder models, the state-of-the-art code-editing model
(which targets a single programming language), and large genera-
tive models pretrained on billions of lines of code.
Copy. This is a rule-based model which copies the old code in
target programming language (𝑀𝑇 ;𝑜𝑙𝑑 ) as the prediction. This is
not a trivial baseline since there are quite a few examples in the
dataset that entail small edits between two versions. We include
this to benchmark the models that actually update the code.
CopyEdits. Based on our observations, there are cases where the
code change in source programming language (𝐸𝑆 ) is exactly the
same as the change in target programming language (𝐸𝑇 ) , such
as changing the variable name or updating the log message. This
rule-based model copies the 𝐸𝑆 and directly applies it to the old
code in target programming language (𝑀𝑇 ;𝑜𝑙𝑑 ).
CodeT5-Translation. We consider a state-of-the-art model that
does not have access to the code change history. Namely, a code
translation model that translates code between the programming
languages (from𝑀𝑆 ;𝑛𝑒𝑤 to𝑀𝑇 ;𝑛𝑒𝑤 ). We use CodeT5 [55], an LLM
pretrained on large amount of developer-written code from GitHub,
which we fine-tune on our constructed dataset.
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CodeT5-Update. This model has the same architecture as CodeT5-
Translation except that we supply it with code change history.
The model input is the same as for our Codeditor models, i.e.,
with extra context of the old code in target programming language
(𝑀𝑇 ;𝑜𝑙𝑑 ) and the code change in source programming language (𝐸𝑆 ).
Different from Codeditor model, it is trained to directly generate
the new code in target programming language (𝑀𝑇 ;𝑛𝑒𝑤 ).
CoditT5. This is the state-of-the-art model for software editing
tasks [59]. It has the same model architecture and input as Coded-
itor, while the output consists of the edit plan to represent the
edits on the target programming language and the target sequence
which represents the updated code (𝑀𝑇 ;𝑛𝑒𝑤 ) after applying the edit
plan.
Codex-few-shot [12]. Large pretrained generative models such
as GPT-3 [8] have shown impressive results under the context of
few-shot learning or even zero-shot learning on various generation
tasks. They are able to generalize to new tasks they have not seen
during pretraining with only a few or even no labeled examples. To
compare the fine-tuned Codeditor model with generative models,
we include Codex, a large generative model built on GPT-3 and
is further pretrained on billions of GitHub data. Following prior
work [2, 26], for each example in test data, we randomly select
several labeled examples in the training data as the context. Note
that the labeled examples are selected from the same project as
the test data. For J2CS dataset, each labeled example is formed
as: “Java: 𝑀𝑆 ;𝑜𝑙𝑑 => 𝑀𝑆 ;𝑛𝑒𝑤 C#: 𝑀𝑇 ;𝑜𝑙𝑑 => 𝑀𝑇 ;𝑛𝑒𝑤” to inform the
model the aligned updates between two programming languages.
The designed prompt for inference is “Java:𝑀𝑆 ;𝑜𝑙𝑑 =>𝑀𝑆 ;𝑛𝑒𝑤 C#:
𝑀𝑇 ;𝑜𝑙𝑑 => ”. The model output is the prediction for the new code in
target programming language (𝑀𝑇 ;𝑛𝑒𝑤 ). To conform to the required
input length limit, we include 2 labeled examples in the prompt.
ChatGPT-zero-shot [40]. ChatGPT is an upgraded version of
GPT-3 model and is further fine-tuned for conversation generation
following human instructions with the help of supervised and rein-
forcement learning methods. It has showed strong performance on
code completion benchmarks like HumanEval and MBPP [4, 12, 39].
For each example in test data, we provide instructions including
both the previous and the updated versions of the code written in
the source programming language, subsequently prompting Chat-
GPT to update the old code in the target programming language
accordingly. For J2CS dataset, the prompt is formed as: “The de-
veloper updates the Java method from: 𝑀𝑆 ;𝑜𝑙𝑑 to: 𝑀𝑆 ;𝑛𝑒𝑤 . Please
update the C# method accordingly. This is the old C# method:
𝑀𝑇 ;𝑜𝑙𝑑 .”

5.2 Evaluation Metrics

Following prior work [1, 41, 55, 59], we use metrics for evaluating
the quality of code generation: BLEU [42], CodeBLEU [45], xMatch,
and metrics for evaluating the quality of software editing: SARI [56]
and GLEU [35]. Note that for all the metrics we report in this paper,
they range from 0 to 100 and higher scores are better.
xMatch. When the generated code matches exactly with the ex-
pected code in target programming language, this metric is 100;
otherwise, this metric is 0. This metric reflects the percentage of
exact matches among the models’ predictions on test data.

BLEU. It is a widely used metric originally proposed for evalu-
ating the quality of machine translation. It measures the n-gram
overlap between the generated sequence and the expected one.
Concretely, we report the 1∼4-grams overlap between the tokens
in the predictions and tokens in the ground truth.
CodeBLEU. The metric is proposed for evaluating the quality of
code generation. In addition to measuring the n-gram overlap, it
considers the overlap of the Abstract Syntax Tree (AST) and data-
flow graph between generated code and the expected code.
SARI. It measures quality of the systems that are designed to make
edits. Specifically, it is computed as the average of the F1 score
for kept and inserted spans of tokens, and the precision of deleted
spans of tokens.
GLEU. It is a variant of BLEU. It was originally proposed for gram-
matical error correction and designed for rewarding the correct
edits while penalizing the incorrect ones.

5.3 Experimental Setup

We run all experiments on machines with 4 NVidia 1080-TI GPUs,
Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU E5-2620 v4 @ 2.10GHz for training. We im-
plement our models using PyTorch 1.9.0. All the hyper-parameters
of the CodeT5 and CoditT5 baselines are set to the same values as in
prior work [55, 59]. For Codeditor, CodeT5-Translation, CodeT5-
Update, and CoditT5, we early stop the training when the BLEU
score on the validation set does not improve for 5 epochs, and use
beam search with beam size 20 during inference. For Codex and
ChatGPT, we set temperature to 0.2 during inference.

Note that Codex and ChatGPT are closed-source and may be up-
dated/deprecated over time. We used the code-davinci-002 version
of Codex when performing experiments in the time-segmented
split; however, OpenAI deprecated Codex in March 2023 before we
could complete our experiments in the cross-project split, as such
we did not include Codex in this part of results.

6 RESULTS

We organize our evaluation around three main research questions:
RQ1: What is the benefit of using code change history in multilin-
gual co-editing?
RQ2: How does our edit-based model, Codeditor, compare to
generation-based models for the multilingual co-editing?
RQ3: How can a generation-based model complement Codeditor
model to further improve the performance?

6.1 Quantitative Analysis

In tables 4-7, we present results for baselines and our proposed
Codeditor models on J2CS, CS2J for both time-segmented and
cross-project splits. We conducted statistical significance testing
through bootstrap tests [6] under confidence level 95%.
RQ1: Conntribution of code change histories. We divide mod-
els into two categories with respect to whether a model has access
to the information on code change histories: Copy and CodeT5-
Translation are history-agnostic models, and the remaining are
history-aware models. Overall, the history-aware models outper-
form the history-agnostic ones. The rule-based model CopyEdits,
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Table 4: Results on the J2CS dataset. The results with the same suffixes (e.g., 𝛽) are NOT statistically significantly different.

Models xMatch BLEU-4 CodeBLEU SARI GLEU

Copy 0.00 83.11 90.42 30.68 74.58
CopyEdits 38.21𝛽 90.29𝛼 𝜒 91.34 76.92 87.93

CodeT5-Translation 38.02𝛽 87.45 77.15 83.77 85.59
CodeT5-Update 60.41𝜖 90.00𝜒[ 76.63 80.11 88.72
CoditT5 60.29𝜖 89.84𝛼[ 75.20 80.99 89.29
Codex-few-shot 48.84 80.71 59.63 72.80 79.74
ChatGPT-zero-shot 29.52 85.60 73.00 68.44 84.74

Codeditor (MetaEdits) 63.48 94.55 94.78 85.63 93.20
Codeditor (EditsTranslation) 67.23 95.44 96.02 87.23

𝛿 94.21

Hybrid 71.79 96.12 96.09 87.08𝛿 95.07

Table 5: Results on the CS2J dataset. The results with the same suffixes (e.g., 𝛽) are NOT statistically significantly different.

Models xMatch BLEU-4 CodeBLEU SARI GLEU

Copy 0.00 83.06 89.82 30.66 74.55
CopyEdits 38.15 89.36𝛼 90.31𝛽 75.86 87.02𝜒

CodeT5-Translation 40.21 89.10𝛼 77.99𝛽 83.99 87.21𝜒
CodeT5-Update 55.97 90.62 76.38𝛾 79.65 89.72
CoditT5 60.98 90.88 75.87𝛾 81.41 90.15
Codex-few-shot 55.53 82.54 60.35 76.23 82.13
ChatGPT-zero-shot 32.52 86.95 76.01 69.05 86.33

Codeditor (MetaEdits) 68.61
𝜖[ 93.98 94.43 85.74 92.61

Codeditor (EditsTranslation) 67.92𝛿𝜖 95.29 94.83 86.24 94.23

Hybrid 67.67𝛿[ 96.44 95.36 84.46 95.75

Table 6: Results on the cross-project split using J2CS dataset. The results with the same suffixes (e.g., 𝛽) are NOT statistically

significantly different.

Models xMatch BLEU-4 CodeBLEU SARI GLEU

Copy 0.00 79.96𝛼 89.08 30.53 71.89
CopyEdits 14.19 87.95 89.73 67.58 85.55

CodeT5-Translation 10.64 77.34 64.35 71.73 74.16
CodeT5-Update 29.38 80.56𝛼 66.15 64.70 79.65
CoditT5 34.59 81.59 65.17 83.29 80.91
ChatGPT-zero-shot 39.58 86.97 74.90 70.15 86.14

Codeditor (MetaEdits) 38.36 90.79𝛽 91.60 73.45 88.94𝜒

Codeditor (EditsTranslation) 41.91 90.86𝛽 91.35 74.59 88.94𝜒

Hybrid 43.35 92.51 91.70 89.13 91.18

which directly applies the code change in source programming
language (𝐸𝑆 ) to the old code in target programming language
without any adaptation, has comparable performance to the ma-
chine learning history-agnostic model CodeT5-Translation. This
emphasizes the importance of contextual information provided by
code change histories in multilingual co-editing. Interestingly, we
find that Codex-few-shot, which is used under the few-shot learn-
ing setting without fine-tuning, performs better than fine-tuned

CodeT5-Translation on xMatch, while worse than other history-
aware fine-tuned machine learning models. This again underlines
the value of code change histories and suggests that fine-tuning will
give better performance by leveraging more code history contexts
in the training data.
RQ2: Codeditor vs. generation-based models. Among all the
history-aware models, machine learning models, such as CodeT5-
Update and CoditT5, achieve much higher performance than the
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Table 7: Results on the cross-project split using CS2J dataset. The results with the same suffixes (e.g., 𝛽) are NOT statistically

significantly different.

Models xMatch BLEU-4 CodeBLEU SARI GLEU

Copy 0.00 80.02 88.60 30.51 71.94
CopyEdits 13.86 86.99 88.70 66.50 84.14

CodeT5-Translation 6.21 76.84 62.27 67.37 69.81
CodeT5-Update 31.60 81.98 65.82 65.49 81.07
CoditT5 35.81 82.89 65.20 83.27 81.67
ChatGPT-zero-shot 39.80 89.35 76.69 72.36 88.62

Codeditor (MetaEdits) 41.91 91.54𝛼 91.21 73.46 89.36𝛽

Codeditor (EditsTranslation) 40.35 91.63𝛼 90.99 74.15 89.58𝛽

Hybrid 46.34 93.17 91.32 89.62 91.24
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rule-based CopyEdits, which demonstrates that the machine learn-
ing models effectively learns to reason about the correlated code
changes and adjust them to the target programming language. We
observe that Codeditor (in both EditsTranslation and MetaEdits
modes), which is trained to first translate code changes on source
programming language to target programming language and then
apply the edits to the old code in target programming language,

achieve even higher performance across all the metrics than the
large pretrained generation-based model (CodeT5-Update) which
directly generates the new code in target programming language
from scratch. This highlights that the models that are trained to
explicitly perform edits by predicting the edit sequence are better
suited for editing tasks in the software domain than generation-
based models.

To further investigate the advantages of Codeditor over the
best generation-based model (CodeT5-Update), we break down
the performance of EditsTranslation and CodeT5-Update on each
example in the test data of J2CS. In Figure 3, we show the average
percentage of Codeditor (EditsTranslation) and CodeT5-Update’s
predictions that exactly match the ground truth with respect to the
number of sub-tokens in the input old code (𝑀𝑇 ;𝑜𝑙𝑑 ). Note that the
code are subtokenized using the Roberta tokenizer [31], which is
used by all machine learning models. We exclude the examples that
have more than 500 sub-tokens from being shown in this figure
as those outliers only account for less than 5% of the test data. We
can see that the performance of CodeT5-Update drastically drops
with the increase of number of sub-tokens in the code to be edited
(𝑀𝑇 ;𝑜𝑙𝑑 ), but EditsTranslation’s performance is rather stable. This
illustrates another benefit of Codeditor in accurately handling
longer input, because of focusing on transforming the edits instead
of generating the entire new code like CodeT5-Update.

Meanwhile, most of the existing transformer-based models have
a length limit for the input sequence because the naive self-attention
has quadratic complexity with regard to the input length. In Fig-
ure 4, we present the distribution of the number of sub-tokens in
the models’ target outputs for Codeditor (EditsTranslation) and
CodeT5-Update on the test data of J2CS. We only show the distri-
bution of target outputs with fewer than 500 sub-tokens for the
same reason described in the previous paragraph. Most of Codedi-
tor’s target outputs (the sequence of edit operations) are shorter
than CodeT5-Update’s output (new code in target programming
language). This might explain why Codeditor achieves better
performance than generation-based models on longer code as gen-
erating longer sequence are generally more challenging to machine
learning models. Recent studies [5, 7, 14] have focused on exploring
approaches to address the limitation of the model’s input context
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1 public static Document parseBodyFragment(String bodyHtml, String baseUri) {

2 ...

3 List <Node> nodeList = parseFragment(bodyHtml, body, baseUri);

4 Node[] nodes = nodeList.toArray(new Node[0]);

5 - for (int i = nodes.length - 1; i > nodeList.size(); i--) {

6 + for (int i = nodes.length - 1; i > 0; i--) {

7 nodes[i].remove();

8 }

9 ...

10 }
Java Change

1 public static Document ParseBodyFragment(String bodyHtml, String baseUri) {

2 ...

3 IList <iText.StyledXmlParser.Jsoup.Nodes.Node> nodeList = ParseFragment(bodyHtml, body, baseUri);

4 iText.StyledXmlParser.Jsoup.Nodes.Node[] nodes = nodeList.ToArray(new iText.StyledXmlParser.Jsoup.Nodes.Node[nodeList.Count]);

5 for (int i = nodes.Length - 1; i > nodeList.Count; i--) {

6 nodes[i].Remove();

7 }

8 ...

9 }

1 ...

2 - for (int i = nodes.Length - 1; i > nodeList.Count; i--) {

3 + for (int i = nodes.Length - 1; i > 0; i--) {

4 ...

1 ...

2 - iText.StyledXmlParser.Jsoup.Nodes.Node[] nodes = nodeList.ToArray(new iText.StyledXmlParser.Jsoup.Nodes.Node[nodeList.Count]);

3 + iText.StyledXmlParser.Jsoup.Nodes.Node[] nodes = nodeList.ToArray(new iText.StyledXmlParser.Jsoup.Nodes.Node[0]);

4 - for (int i = nodes.Length - 1; i > nodeList.Count; i--) {

5 + for (int i = nodes.Length - 1; i > 0; i--) {

6 ...

1 ...

2 - iText.StyledXmlParser.Jsoup.Nodes.Node[] nodes = nodeList.ToArray(new iText.StyledXmlParser.Jsoup.Nodes.Node[nodeList.Count]);

3 + Node[] nodes = nodeList.ToArray(new Node[0]);

4 - for (int i = nodes.Length - 1; i > nodeList.Count; i--) {

5 + for (int i = nodes.Length - 1; i > 0; i--) {

6 ...

C# Old Method

Codeditor (EditsTranslation) Prediction

CodeT5-Update Prediction

CodeT5-Translation Prediction

Figure 5: Qualitative analysis of all the models on one example in the test data of J2CS dataset.

window size. Future research should examine the performance dif-
ference between translating edit sequences and generating entirely
new code using models capable of handling longer context.
RQ3: Combining generation-based model with Codeditor.

To exploit the superiority of generation-based model on short code
snippets, we combine our strongest generation model—CodeT5-
Update—with the strongest Codeditor mode—EditsTranslation—
based on the size of the code snippet. Specifically, we use CodeT5-
Update if the code to be updated has fewer sub-tokens than a thresh-
old and use Codeditor (EditsTranslation) otherwise. To pick the
threshold for combining two models, we performed a grid-search
on the validation set and selected the one that gives optimal xMatch
score. We refer to the combined model as the Hybrid model and
provide its results on the bottom row of Table 4 to Table 7. By com-
bining generation-based model with Codeditor, we can achieve
improved performance on most of the reported automatic metrics.

6.2 Qualitative Analysis

Figure 5 shows an example in J2CS dataset and the models’ predic-
tions. We show the code changes from Java project itext/itext7
in themethod (parseBodyFragment). The newly added code is high-
lighted in green and removed code is highlighted in red. We also
present the old version of the corresponding C#method (ParseBody-
Fragment) from itext/itext7-dotnet, and the predicted code

changes from three models: Codeditor (EditsTranslation), CodeT5-
Update, CodeT5-Translation. Note that CodeT5-Translation only
has access to the new version of Java method.

Although CodeT5-Translation is able to correctly translate the
code change in Java, it fails to infer the full name of the type Node
and makes an irrelevant edit, because it does not have the context
of the old version of C# code. CodeT5-Update correctly captures
the Java change while making an extra irrelevant edit on the C#
code. Our proposed model, Codeditor (EditsTranslation) accu-
rately identifies the position in the C# method to make edits and
correctly adjusts the Java edits.

7 LIMITATIONS

Studied programming languages.. We study the translation of
code changes between two programming languages. In this paper,
we focus on open-source Java and C# projects due to the ease
of locating corresponding changes using heuristics. Nevertheless,
it is important to note that our approach can be applied to other
programming language pairs as well, and we leave the investigation
of such pairs for future research.
Correspondence between programming languages. Our model,
Codeditor, is intended for developers to migrate code changes
from a project written in a source programming language to projects
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written in target programming languages, leveraging known cor-
respondences (e.g., methods with similar functionalities) between
the source and target programming languages. In this work, we
adopt a similar strategy used in [33] to match Java and C# methods.
In practice, a code retrieval system can be used as a first step to
identify the locations where the code changes should be propagated.
We leave the combination of code retrieval tool and Codeditor as
future work.
Empirical evaluation. This paper presents the empirical study re-
sults for internal metrics that are of interest to researchers. However,
the external measurements of the impact on software engineering
effort are not included in this study. These measurements could be
addressed by conducting user studies.

8 RELATEDWORK

In this section, we describe related work on the rule-based code
translation tools, existing machine learning models designed for
code translation, and themachine learningmodels that are proposed
for accelerating software evolution.
Rule-based code translation. Researchers and practitioners have
designed rule-based tools for translating the source code between
programming languages. Such tools, usually called transpilers, were
built for pairs like Java and C# [3], C and Rust [18], C and Go [16].
Nguyen et al. [36] proposed PBSMT, a phrase-based statistical ma-
chine translation models for source code translation. Gyori et al.
[22] proposed LambdaFicator to translate imperative Java code to
using the functional Stream APIs. Radoi et al. [44] presented the
rule-based model to translate sequential Java code to MapReduce
framework. Prior work [34] has shown that existing rule-based
code refactoring tools can only deal with stylized code snippets
over common code patterns.
Learning-based code translation. Researchers have proposed
various machine learningmodels for the code translation task. Chen
et al. [13] proposed a tree-to-tree neural network with a tree-RNN
encoder and a tree-RNN decoder. Motivated by the success of large
pretrained LLMs for many Natural Language Processing tasks,
domain-specific models that are pretrained on source code and
technical text have emerged. Researchers have applied them to the
code translation task. Lu et al. [33] proposed CodeXGLUE, a bench-
mark including the code translation dataset consisting of Java and
C#methods with equivalent functionality. They fine-tuned and eval-
uated CodeBERT on the translation dataset. Results showed that it
produced the best results among all the existing baselines. LLMs
that are built on the encoder-decoder paradigm and pretrained with
general unsupervised denoising auto-encoding objectives showed
promising results on wide range of code generation tasks including
code translation. Such models include CodeT5 [55], PLBART [1],
and UniXcoder [21]. For the comparison of Codeditor with state-
of-the-art code translation models, we include two variants of the
CodeT5-based translation models (with history context and with-
out) in our evaluation.

Researchers designed LLMs which are pretrained with the objec-
tive tailored for code translation. Tipirneni et al. [49] introduced
tasks on predicting AST paths and data flows during pretraining.
Lachaux et al. [27] proposed TransCoder which is pretrained to do
code translation with back-translation objective. To improve the

quality of pretraining data, Roziere et al. [46] leveraged an auto-
mated unit-testing system to filter out invalid generated programs
during back-translation. Zhu et al. [60] proposed MuST, which is a
multilingual code snippet translation pretraining objective. None
of the above work leverages the code change history, which is the
main contribution of our paper. We leave improving Codeditor
with pretraining objectives tailored for code translation as future
work.
Software evolution and machine learning. New research initia-
tives have emerged around building and evaluating models that aid
the process of software evolution. Prior work [19, 29, 30, 32, 41] pro-
posed to update the comment given the changes in the associated
method, e.g., Panthaplackel et al. [41] built a model that takes the
code change as context to make edits on the outdated comment. Nie
et al. [38] present different approaches to split dataset into training,
validation and test sets and studied how different approaches affect
the evaluation of machine learning models. Kamezawa et al. [25]
presented a dataset, RNSum, which consists of release notes and
the associated commit messages collected from GitHub reposito-
ries and designed models to generate release notes based on the
commit messages. Zhang et al. [59] proposed a novel pretraining
objective designed for software editing tasks and built CoditT5.
CoditT5 was fine-tuned on three downstream tasks related to the
software evolution. Li et al. [28], Tufano et al. [52], Zhang et al.
[58] proposed models that targeted various tasks through the code
review process. The models are trained on the historical data and
evaluated on the new pull requests submitted for code review. Our
Codeditor model incorporates the context from the code changes
in source programming language and the old version of method in
target programming languages to improve its performance on the
multilingual co-editing task, which helps developers co-evolve the
projects implemented in different programming languages.

9 CONCLUSION

In this paper, we formulated a new task: translating code changes
across programming languageswith the goal to synchronize projects
that provide the same APIs or implementations in multiple pro-
gramming languages. We proposedCodeditor, a model which uses
code change history as contextual information and learns to make
edits on the existing version of code written in the target program-
ming language. We showed that our model outperforms existing
code translation models and is better than the generation-based
models even if they use historical context. Codeditor is a signifi-
cant advancement in supporting developers with the maintenance
of their projects that incrementally provide identical functionalities
in multiple programming languages.
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